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MODEL Mentors
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UCF students volunteer
with the Children's
Home Society- SEE NEWS, A2
•

NOW ON
SALE:

•

AWART

Student health becomes priority
I New position will focus on getting in shape
ANDREA CANTERBURY
Staff Writer

•
Asale sponsored by the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums will feature art
not created by hands and fingers but
by paws and claws. Paintings featuring
the brush strokes and paw prints of
a"imals such as snow leopards and sea
lions from zoos around the nation will
go on sale Tuesday.

Politics

•
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One UCF student is the
pioneer for three programs
that promote a lrealthier life
for everyone.
Anthony Cobb, a senior
molecular and microbiology
major and the first Student
Government
Association
student health coordinator,
will serve at the advocate for
UCF health issues and work
to improve awareness and
resources for on-campus

health options.
- "There have been a lot of
programs in the past where
you have an event, and you
get everyone excited about
losing weight, and then
there's no follow-up," Cobb
said. "With this program,
there is follow up."
This fall, Cobb and the
SGA are launching three new
programs to do just that.
"Get in Shape the Knight
Way," "Eat Smart; Eat
Knight" and "Get the Knight
Protection" are programs

focused on helping students
to lose weight and adopt
healthier lifestyJes whether
through sensible eating and
exercise or safer sex practices.
"Get in Shape the Knight
Way" includes a Biggest
Loser-esque weight loss
competition where the over-·
all goal is to either lose 15,000
pounds or gain 15,000
pounds of muscle qy March
17, 2009. The programs are
PLEASE SEE

PROGRAMS ON A5
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The old Health Center at UCF has now been replaced with a newer Health Center next door.

McCain rallies in Tampa

1

FormerV'Ke PiesidentAJ Gore may lay
claim to the lntemet,but a top political
adviserfor Republican presidential
hopeful John Mt<ain said that McCain
helped aeatethe BlackBerry.Ma.ain has
atknowledged that he doesn't know
how to use a~r,and an aide later
dismissed the claim as a"boneheaded
joke."

Med
school
a]arge

·draw
2,700 applicants
for 40 spots .
CARLOS MALDONADO
.

m

Breaking.
newson ·
your cell

.Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

AROUND CAMPUS, A2
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FREE SEMINAR'
TO HELP STUDENTS
WITH CAREERS
The National Association of Industrial
Office Properties is hosting a free
seminary Thursday in Business
Administration Room 147 to help
keep students' careers on track and
introduce them to local professionals.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

MOTHER OF MISSING
GIRL FACES CHARGES
OF FRAUD, PETTY THEFT
Casey Anthony, the mother of missing
3-year-old Caylee.. appeared in court
Tuesday on charges of uttering a
forged check, fraudulent use of
personal identification and petty theft
of$100 or more. Ajudge set bond at
$1,250.

NATION & WORLD, A4

NATO CHIEF SAYS
RUSSIAN TROOPS
CAN'T BLOCK GEORGIA
NATO's chief said Tuesday that Russian
tanks and troops cannot block Georgia
from joining NATO, but he said that
there is some internal disagreement
about how long the nation must wait
for membership.

•
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Republican presidential hopeful Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., and his wife greet supporters at the Tampa Convention Center on Tuesd'ay. During the rally, McCain questioned
the decision-making of Wall Street investors, and he said that change·would have to come from Washington,-D.C. For a full story and more photos, visit UCFnews.com.

Comm.

SGA adopts 541st Precinct

colleges

JILLIAN KROTKI

growing
•
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Schools expanding
with 4-year degrees .
SHANNA FORTIER
Contributing Writer

As universities like UCF
enforce stricter admission
standards, Central Florida
community colleges are stepping in to ensure that their
regions continue to have welleducated graduates by offering
four-year degrees in some programs.
Seminole Community College is preparing to expand its
interior design program in
order to offer bachelor's
degrees. Daytona State Col-lege, formerly known as Daytona Beach Community College, has already expanded
their two-year business and
hospitality degrees into fouryear programs.
"In May, [SCC] submitted a
letter of intent to offer an Interior Design Bachelor's," said
Jay Davis, communications
manager for Seminole ComPlcASE SEE

MORE ON A6

StaffWriter

The Student Govemment Association has officially adopted a precinct for
the November elections. The 54-lst Precinct was used in both theJanuary and
August elections, and it was fWly staffed by UCF students and local volunteers. It will also be used in the upcoming election.
After working with the board oflegislature, Maria Pecoraro, the Student
Government Association director of Governmental Affairs, wanted to do
something to boost student involvement with the upcoming election. She
found out that adopting a precinct was both free and offered the satisfaction
ofknowing that her time was contributed to something significant
"Once you go through
volunteering at your first
election, you will vote in
every other one," Pecoraro
said "You don't realize until ·
then how much work volunteers put in. It really
makes you appreciate what
they're doing."
The 541st Precinct consists of the neighborhoods
just to the left of campus. Its
voting office is located in
one of the media holding
zones of the UCF Arena
Pecoraro hopes to be able to
better direct voters to the
precinct because it seems
to be difficult to find The
turnout in previous elections was very low.
Anyone is able to volunteer as poll workers or
clerks. The training varies
depending upon the position. Poll ·workers' training
is two to three hours long,
PlEAsE SEE

ADOPTION ON A6

1 Contributing Writer

Duke; Harvard, Yale and
UCF - put them on one list ·
and m.ore often than not, the
first three are at the top of the
list. But bring u,p the subject
of medical schools and competitiveness, and that list gets
reversed with the opening of
UCF's medical school come
fall 2009.
. As of Aug. 22, more than
2,700 applications were submitted to the admissions
office for just 40 available
slots in the inaugural class.
Applicants from all over
the country are applying to
the new school. However, the
record number of applicants
may present challenges for
the selection of the first class.
· "The most challenging
task for the admissions office
at this time is reviewing the
growing number of applications and giving every qualified candidate full consideration," Director of Admissions
Robert Larkin said 'We take
great care to do so because
we know that students put a
lot of effort into this and for
many, this is their life's dream.
We also have a great responsibility to recommend the best
candidates to ensure our first
medical cla$S is a successful
one."
According to Larkin, the
medical school is attracting
the best · of the best from
across the nation.
"I've been in this business
for eight years, and I'm seeing
a lot of things I've never seen
before," Larkin said. "For
example, the MCAT scores
and GPAs from the applications we are receiving are
among the highest I've ever
seen."
· The new medical school
offers prospective students
many advantages.
"UCF's medical school
offers a strong program,
which will provide students
with all they need to know to
become model physicians,"
Larkin said. "Students will
learn from experienced faculty and renowned researchers
while using the best and latest
PLEASE SEE
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News and rwtices for
the UCF community

Free real estate seminar tomorrow
The National Association of
Industrial Office Properties is
presenting a free seminar titled
Development 101: Learn · the
Basics of Commercial Real
Estate From the Best on Thursday from 4:30 p.m. to 5;45 p.m. in
Business Administration Room
147.
· The speaker is Terry
Delahunty, partner at Foley &
Lardner LLP and the 2008 president ofNAIOP Central Florida
The event is part of the
Developing Leaders program,
and was created to keep students' careers on track and connect them with local leaders in
the commercial real estate profession.

Tbe Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
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Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x2l3
editor@(entra/RoridaFuture.rom

News Editor
Tara Young x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

U.N.Association to meet Thursday
The United Nations Association at UCF will meet Thursday 1
at 4:30 p.m. in the Student Union · I
inRoom220.
For more information contact
Nathalia
Martins
at
evpunaucf@gmailcom

Online News Editor

Students inspire children with incarcerated parents

Jeffrey Riley x213
Online.CFF@gmailcam_

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213

ANDREA UNGER
Conributing Writer

Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Learn to aeate better resumes
Learn to design a resume,
cover letter and other business
correspondence targeted for
jobs students want Thursday in
Ferrell Commons Room 185-C
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information contact
Career Services at 407-823-2361
or e-mail career@mail.ucf.edu.

Designer jean sale starts Friday
Kappa Alpha Theta will host
their annual Charity Denim
·designer jean sale on Friday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Fairwinds Alwnni Center.
For more information, contact Katie Bantz at 502-550-8183
or
e-mail
thetaucfservicechair@yahoo.com.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Mother of missing girl appears
in court on fraud charges
.
ORLANDO - The mother
of a 3-year-old missing girl
appeared in court Tuesday on
charges of uttering a forged
che.ck, fraudulent use of personal identification and petty
theft of $100 or more.
A judge set bond at $1,250
for 22-year-old Casey Anthony.
She was expected post bail and
be released from jail later in
the afternoon.
Her daughter Caylee was
reported missing in July, about
a month after the girl was last ·
seen.
Detectives said lab tests
show Caylee's decomposing
body was in her mother's car,
and Anthony is their only "person of interest" in the girl's disappearance.
,
This is the third time
Anthony has been arrested in
recent weeks.
In addition to various bad
check charges, she is also facing a child neglect charge.

Florida food stamp program
to receive $5.4 million from state
TALLAHASSEE - The federal government says Florida's
Department of Children &
Families food stamp program
has the most improved accuracy rate in the country.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture Deputy Under
Secretary Kate Houston will
present a $5.4 million bonus
check to DCF officials in Tallahassee on Tuesday.
The bonus money will go
toward making Florida's food
stamp application process
more efficient.

Drivers can register cars for
two years from home computer
TALLAHASSEE - Florida's
drivers can now renew their
vehicle registration for two
years instead of one.

•
•

P~E SEE

,, Sports Editor

All children deserve someone to care about them, and with
the Mentors Opening Doors, Enriching Lives ·mentoring
program through Children:S Home. Society ofHorida, they
are getting just that
In an attempt to break the cycle of ·
children with incarcerated parents from
facing the same fate, the Children's
Home Society ofFlorida's MODEL mentoring program matches these children
with someone who will care about,
spe:o.d time with them and listen to them
The Children's Home Society of
Florida has been active in protecting the
rights of children, finding homes, counseling, mentoring and many other family- and child-related programs since
1902. The MODEL mentoring program
started in Central Florida in May 2006
and provides mentors to children ages
four throughl8 with an incarcerated parent.
·
According to a press release from
MODEL, children with an incarcerated
parent are the most at-risk children in
the country.
Mentors are recruited in various
ways. fn addition to using Volunteer
UCF as the first resource for the program,
MODEL
uses
Volunteermatch.org, the United Way,
business presentations and flier distribution to find more mentors.
Mentors must be at least 21 years old
and go through an interview and training process before being placed with a
child
Children's Home Society of Florida is
in contact with many of the schools in
the area and most children are referred
by guidance counselors. Family members can also call to suggest a child ·
The mentee goes through a training
process similar to mentors, including
home visits to see if they are right for the
program. After that, a mentor and
mentee are placed together based on
location, gender and personality.
After the mentor and mentee are
placed together, mentors are expected.to
spend an hour a week for one year witp.
their mentee.
For Jeremi Cheeks, a graduate studen~ and public administration major, he
finds the program rewarding even
though time is limited Cheeks thinks
that it is good for the kids to have someone to talk to and go on adventures with,
even though finding the time now is
harder than ever.
"Being a graduate student, I have
work and school," Cheeks said.
"[There's] not as much time as when I
was an undergrad" ·
· Because the program pairs mentors
and mentees by gender and location;
there are boys who have been waiting
for a mentor for a year.
"Our focus right now is trying to get a
lot _i;nore males involved in this type of
program," said Amanda . Chaos, a
volunteer coordinator and UCF graduate student.
· ·
Many of the boys in the program are
being raised by mothers and grandparents and do not have positive male role
niodels in their lives, Choos said fu looking for more males for the pi:ogram,
Choos is hoping that these boys will

In the Sept 15 issue, the sports
story titled "Track and field
Knights claim victory at home,"
the headline incorrectly identified
the squad participating as the
track and field team
The cross country teamparticipated in the Black and Gold Invitfdonal on Saturday mo~
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Top: Bobby, a mentee with the program, enjoys an Orlando Magic playoff game with his mentorTremayne. Next to
him are Sabrina, a mentor, and her mentee Danielle. Above, MODEL mentors Laurence,far left, and Anna, far right,
spend a day at the zoo with siblings Josiline and Jonathan. The MODEL program helps kids with incarcerated parents.

have someone to do something with.
even as small as playing catch or spending time at a park
In addition to support given throughout their time in the program, MODEL
sometimes receives tickets to theme
parks and sports games for the mentors
and mentees.
Taking the mentees on those trips,

when some have never even been to a
movie theater, gives them the special
attention they need and reminds them
that someone does care.
VISit the Children's Home Society of
Florida's Web site, www.chsfl.org, or call
Amanda Chaos at 321-397-3002 for information on becoming a mentor or volunteer.

LOCAL ON A4

CORRECTION
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms with wind
from the east at 8 mph.

Tonight: A 40 percent chance of rain,
a maximum humidity of 84 percent
and winds northeast at 7 mph.

Thursday

High: ss 0
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 73°

Friday

High: as0
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 73°

RECYCLES

One free copy of the Central Florida Future
pennitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1 each. Newspapertheftisa aime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your infonnation to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition. and 5 p.m.
'Yednesday for the Friday edition.
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· Dietitian teaches students nutrition at Shape U
CAITLIN SMITH
Contributing Writer

,,

•

..

ti

On Monday, the Recreation and Wellness Center
classroom housed a buffet
table lined with fake food to
demonstrate the proper portions that 16 women and two
men taking a "crash- course"
in healthy eating and lifestyle
changes would need to adopt
in order to sm:ceed
The program, called
Shape U, is a six-week
weight-manageme~t pro-,
gram with an emphasis on
individual attention.run by by
UCF Registered Dietitian
Meghan Murphy Van Camp.
Van Camp said that "no
one fits into a neat little box."
A healthier you is not a
quick fix and any program
that promises such results
probably is not good for y_gu,
she said
"Fad diets are unhealthy,
mainly because they require
you to cut' out entire food
groups, which denies your
body of nutrients that it
needs," Van Camp said. ·~
soon as you go off these diets,
you experience what is
known as the 'yo-yo effect;'
meaning you gain 25 percent
more weight than you initially lost."
Sophomore Heather Lancaster decided to sign herself
up for the Shape U program
this semester for that very
' reason.
"I've come to realize that
crash diets just don't work,"
'f -~caster said. "I think that
~th [Van Camp's] help, i can
~t better and lose weight in a
11\ore healthy way."
Being thin doesn't necessarily mean healthy.
Van Camp said that someone with a higher metabolism
who weighs less than a friend
by 20 pounds could appear
healthy but could have terrible cholesterol levels or lJe
anemic.
Outward
appearance
means nothing in terms of.
health, she said
"Everyone needs to put
away their scales, because
numbers don't matter and
shouldn't drive you crazy,"

Van Camp said 'We need to
accept the size we really are
before moving forward"
Although weight loss is
one of the primary reasons
students join Shape U, Van
Camp doesn't tell her patients
to s~y no to certain foods
because all foods have some
sort of redeeming quality.
''French fries are still veg- .
etables, somehow, and still
carry the nutrient benefit of
potassiw:n," Van Camp said. ·
''It's important to legalize all
·
foods."
One of the main component's behind Van Camp's
program is ·the concept of
using a food journal to monitor daily consumption · and
view eating patterns.
"Studies have shown that
ifyou track your calories well,
you eliminate 150-200 calories from unhealthy foods just
by merely double-thinking,"
Van Camp said. ''You purposely will leave out things
that you shouldn't eat
because writing it down
n:iakes you accountable." ·
Although senior Chris
Ippolito does not want to
tone up or lose weight, he
experiences an entirely different issue.
''I find myself eating way
too much, way too· fast,"
Ippolito said. "I think that
learning how to portion my
· meals out would help."
The Shape U program is
$22, but the orientation class
is free. The program includes
two appointments with Van
Camp (an initial consultation
and exit consultation), e-mail
correspondence, a book on
healthy lifestyles and a
pedometer. Van Camp also
4olds walk-in hours for any
UCF student to stop by with
q~estions about proper nutrition.
Van Camp holds several
workshops and demonstrations throughout the semester including sessions on eating well on a student budget,
avoiding the freshman 15, ·
fueling fitness and fact vs. fiction.
All of Van Camp's presentations are free to {)CF students.

Meghan Murphy Van Camp,
a registered dietitian and
liscenced nutritionist, uses
food models during a Shape
U orientation to present
proper food portions. Shape
Uis a six-week weight
management program with
individual attention.
CAITLIN BUSH/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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According to state officials, more than 490,239 customers have taken advantage
of the program, which started in January.
The department also
announced that the biennial
registration is now available
online
at
www.GoRenew.com.

t
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Palm Harbor man arrested
for stealing more than 100 urns
DUNEDIN - Authorities
have charged a 29-year-old
man with stealing more than
100 urns from a west Florida
cemetery and selling them to
a recycling company.
The Pinellas County Sheriff's Office says William B.
Moncalieri of Palm Harbor
stole 15 to 20 urns at a time
from a Dunedin cemetery at
night.
In August, several cemetery visitors came forward to
report the missing urns, .
where flowers are placed.
They turned up at a Clearwater recycling company later
that month.

Fish and Wildlife commission
searching for deer killer
LAKE BUTLER ._ Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation.Commission officials
are trying to figure out who
killed and then decapitated a
prized, 12-point deer from a
game farm in Union County.
The white-tailed deer,
who was a breeding buck
named Peabody, was killed at
Shadd's Game Farm on Sept.
6, authorities say
Game farm owner John
Shadd is offering the $20,000
, reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for
the crime.
Authorities said the deer
was valuable - a single test
tube of Peabody's sperm sold
for $10,000.
-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Tennessee State to eliminate
40 jobs and some programs
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Tennessee State University is
eliminating 40 jobs and cutting some programs and
services to bridge a $6 mil- .
lion budget shortfall.
The Tennessean reported
Tuesday university President
Melvin JohIJ..son saying 30 of
the positions being cut are
. currently vacant, but 10 oth- .
ers will require layoffs.
Enrollment at the Board of
. Regents governed university
in Nashville is at a two
decade low and the number
of out-of-state students who pay higher tuition dropped this fall to 1,600
from 2,000 a year ago.
TSU notified 1,300 students they were in danger of
being dropped from classes
because they couldn't pay
tuition.
Last-minute
donations
allowed 1,063 of those students to remain enrolled.
Johnson said the universi.,.
ty will put an extra $1 million
into its financial aid program
and hire more counselors for
it.

University of Kansas researchers
. to get $201 million grant

•

•

TOPEKA, Kan. - University of Kansas researchers are
joining a hunt for new, disease-fighting
molecules
through the largest federal
research grant ever awarded
in the state, officials say.
The grant is worth $20.2
million over the next six
years, and it's frqm the
National Institutes of Health.
The university will become
part of a network of nine
institutions across the nation
trying to create molecular
''probes."
The University of Kansas
will become part .of a national team sGreening thousands
of molecules to determine
how they affect human biology - for example, by changing how cells act.
The goal, officials said, is
to identify molecules that
show promise, then create
more refined "probes."
-
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Zimbabweans push in a queue near the Home Affairs offices in Musina, South Africa,
close to the Zimbabwean border, to seek refugee status on Tuesday.

NATO chief says Russian troops
cannot block Georgia from NATO

have planned. ,
Gates is seeing American
TBILISI, Georgia
_ military commanders and
NATO's chief declared Afghan government offiTuesday that Russian tanks cials, including the U.S.and troops cannot block backed president, Hamid
Georgia
from
joining Karzai
Gates also will talk with
NATO, but he acknowledged internal disagree- U.S. military leaders about
ment over how long the pro- their desire fox more U.S.
Western nation must wait troops and better surveilfor membership in the lance technoldgy to hunt
insurgents and track roadalliance.
In a strong message of side bomb networks.
support after Georgia's · Gates was in Baghdad
debilitating war with Russia, earlier, where the U.S. genNATO Secretary-General eral credited with lowering
Jaap de Hoop Scheffer said violence has gotten a proGeorgia's "road to NATO is motion. General David
Petraeus. will now be in
still wide open."
"The process of NATO charge of both wars.
enlargement will continue, '.
with due caution but also Report says wing malfunction
with a clear purpose - to contributed to Spanair aash
MADRID, Spain - Wing
help create a stable, undi-'
vided Europe," he said in a flaps that help lift a plane on
speech at Tbilisi State Uni- takeoff failed on the Spanair
flight that crashed . last
versity.
Russia has adamantly month and an alarm to warn
opposed NATO member- pilots of the problem never
ship for Georgia, whose sounded, according to an
location straddling a key initial report Tuesday on the
westward energy route for accident that killed 154 peoCaspian and Cen,tral Asian ple.
The investigators did not
oil and gas supplies gives it
outsized geopolitical impor- say whether they believe the
flap problem ·caused , the
tance.
The NATO chief under- Aug. 20 crash that killed all
lined that the alliance makes but 18 aboard the MD-82.
, They offered no theory on
it own decisions.
"No other country will what triggered Spain's worst
have a veto over that air disaster in 25 years.
Investigators also said
process, nor will we allow
our strong ties to Georgia to they needed to further
be broken by outside mili- study a malfunction of an
tary intervention and pres- air temperature gauge outsure," de Hoop Scheffer side the cockpit, which
said. "Georgia has a rightful forced the pilot to abandon
a first attempt at takeoff just
place in this Europe."
De Hoop Scheffer came before the crash.
Spanair has described it
to Georgia with the NATO
·ambassadors of all 26 allies. as a minor glitch that was
On Tuesday, the entire dele- resolved by turning off the
gation visited Gori, a city gauge because it was not
, targeted by Russian _bombs essential equipment.
However, the ·report said
and tanks during the war,
which now houses a large · the faulty gauge might be
tent camp for displaced linked to the failure of the
people. The NATO delega- cockpit alarm horn, which is .
tion also toured the base of a supposed to sound when a
Georgian brigade that was departing plane is not properly .configured to get offthe
bombed.
De Hoop Scheffer con- ground.
The findings were drawn
demned Russia's recognition of separatist South from the flight data and ·
Ossetia and Abkhazia as cockpit voice recorders,
independent nations, saying which showed no evidence
• Georgia's sovereignty and of problems with the plane's
. territorial integrity must be two engines.
A
Spanair
official
respected. He also called on
Moscow to tone down its declined to comment on the
report.
rhetoric. ,
He said NATO still wants
to work with Russia, but bad Nigerian police arrest·Muslim
put some ties on hold until preacher with 86 wives
ABUJA, Nigeria - Police
Moscow complies with an
EU-brokered cease-fire and in north~rn Nigeria have
withdraws forces to posi- arrested a Muslim preacher
tions held before the wai who claims 86 wives and 107
children, charging him with
erupted Aug. 7.
breaking Islamic l~ws governing marriage.
Bolivia president says governor
Authorities
detained
arrested for organizing massaae
Mohammed Bello Masaba,
LA PAZ, Bolivia Bolivia's president says sol- 84, on Monday after an
diers have arrested ·a n oppo- order from northern Niger
Islamic
court,
sition governor on charges State's
according
tQ
police
of organizing a massacre.
Richard
Gov. Leopoldo Fernan- spokesman
dez of Pando province is Oguche.
The
preacher
was
being charged with genocide in what President Evo . charged with "infringing on
Morales calls an ambush of Islamic laws," Oguche told
his supporters last week The Associated Press by
that left at least 15 dead and telephone from ·t he state.
It was unclear when the
37 injured.
Morales announced the man would appear before
arrest at a news conference the court, or what the potential punishment could be.
Tuesday.
Anti-Morales activists Muslim principles forbid
seized buildings last week in men to take more than four
Pando and three other states wives:
Around half of Nigeria's
to protest a planned vote on
a new constitution granting 140 million people are Musgreater power to Bolivia's lim, and Niger State was one
of twelve majority-Muslim
poor indigenous majority.
states that adopted the
Islamic Sharia criminal
U.S. defense secretary travels
code after Nigeria returned
to Afghanistan for war update
to civilian rule in 1999. The
KABUL, Afghanistan U.S. Defense Secretary move sparked religious riots
.Robert
Gates
is
in throughout the country that
Afghanistan, where he's get- left thousands dead.
ting an update on a war that
has not gone as well as
American
commanders
- ASSOCJATED PRESS

.Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band;_Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people sav~ lives and earn extra CA$H by ?onating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including ·
I ,
children, with serious i1lneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* _$10 Special~New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

-

wv-.rw.dciplasma.com

CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM
IS ONE THING.
EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

UT

IS ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO EARN YOUR MBA

according to the Princeton Review, which named The

.

University of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of Business as

one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" tor the second straight
year. The college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB), the highest level of accreditation a business
school can earn internationally. Admission to UT's MBA Program is the area's
most selective too -

so you'll be among the best of the best. When you're

ready to start your degree, choose Tampa's Mo~ Selective MBA.

.

Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to l,13arn about UT's graduate programs:
MBA MS in Accounting • MS in Finance MS in..Marketing

SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

I 401 W Kennedy Blvd. , Tampa, FL 33606- i 490

Melinda Caron, MBA '07
Senior Auditor
City of St. Petersburg, Fl

"
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Programs offer Indiana student runs for office
students prizes I
d'/o£or
MARIA NUNEZ
Contributing Writer

•
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•
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FROM Al

free to all UCF students and
include monthly weigh-ins
and the chance to win autographed sports memorabilia from the Knights, the
Orlando Magic and the
Tampa Bay Rays.
The program is scheduled to kick off the week of
Oct. 13. Students can sign up
by visiting one of the event
tables between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. either at the Student
Union or in front of the
Recreation and Wellness
Center. Every student that
signs up will receive a free tshirt and the opportunity to
meet the dieticians and
trainers involved in the program.
There will be a presentation on dieting and exercising the right way on Oct. 15
at 2 p.m. in the Cape Florida
Ballroom in the Student
Vnion. Speakers from the
SGA and the Recreation
and Wellness Center will be
there to offer their advice
on attaining a healthier life
style.
Beginning that same
week, Eat Smart, Get
Knight will allow students
to see healthier food choices highlighted on menus
around campus and pick
out the right meal for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
The program encourages
weight loss through healthy
eating, but still leaves room
for the occasional hamburger.
"So often students think
that they have to eat something that's fresh or greenlooking to be on a diet,"
Cobb said. "But you don't
have to eat Subway every
day in order to be on a diet
and have fun with it."
While these two programs deal with healthy
eating and getting in shape,
"Get the Knight Protection"
encourages safe sex. Cobb
partnere.d with Trojan Condoms Inc. to offer free condoms to students around
campus. Cobb said he plans
distribution centers at the
Student Union, the Recreation and Wellness Center,
the campus pharmacy and
possibly near Greek Park.
These centers will not only
offer free condoms to students, but also sexual health
information
through
resources and speakers at
the distribution sites.
These programs are
expected to encourage students to finally lose the
weight they've wanted to

DINING HALL
DILEMMAS
Dining halls provide many food
choices in a new eating
environment. Eating at college may
seem intimidating, but healthy
eating doesn't have to be difficult.
Just keep these general nutrition
principles in mind.This guide will
help you to learn easy ways to
include food & fitness into your
busy schedule.
Eat nutritious meals and
snacks: Food is the fuel needed to
keep your body and brain
energized.

Balance healthy eating with
fitness: Exercise helps to relieve
stress and keeps your body strong.
listen to your body: Recognize
when you are hungry and full.
WHAT IF I CAN1 FIND ANY FOOD I
LIKE?
Be creative. Ifyou don't like the hot
food offered, try to combine foods
from different areas of the dining
hall. Example:Add a grilled chicken
breastto a salad. Many colleges
have multiple dining halls that
may have different food choices.
Try all the dining halls and see
which ones you like best!
WHAT IF l'M AVEGETARIAN?
Most colleges have vegetarian
choices at all meals, including salad
and sandwich bars.There's usually
enough variety to satisfy any
palate.
WHAT IF I HAVE CLASS DURING
MEALS?
Make time to eat. Even if you can't
sit down for a full meal, pack a
healthy portable snack such as
fruit, an energy bar or a sandwich.
Food is the fuel your brain needs to
help you think. If you skip a meal,
you may have trouble
concentrating, get a headache or
feel like you didn't get very much
out of your class.
HOW CAN I MAINTAIN GOOD
NUTRITION?
Try to eat a variety of foods and
don't skip meals.

- WWW.YOUNGWOMENSHEAIJH.ORG

lose and discover a healthier, safer lifestyle through
on-campus convenience.

••

Are you interested in an exciting career?

•• •• • •••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships .

•

.

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year

1""!ce n~ves • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
1
me u e: • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

•

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.

•

AS

For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf .edu

While a lot of 21-year-olds
are battling to win their next
beer pong game, Jamie Lober,
was battling to become the
mayor of Bloomington, Indi-

McCAIN

ana

Although she lost the mayoral election in 2007, Lober
remains ambitious. She graduated from Indiana University
with degrees in Spanish and
political science. She has a
second home in Deerfield
Beach and came to Florida to
campaign for Charlie Crist.
Currently, she is studying for a
masters in psychology from
Walden University.
Although she said she
enjoyed partying during college, she added that she always
maintained a very strong work
ethic and a passion for
achievement.
Lober said she observed
how her peers would make
unhealthy decisions. She felt
compelled to inform them of
their academic freedom and
took it upon herself to inform
students to exercise their
rights.
"I had very limited rights
in the classroom," Lober
said. "I was forced to listen
to one professor stump for
her husband's campaign
for congress, another professor accuse the president of invading Iraq
based on lies and even
one bold enough to lecture on how Republicans
are causing evil in the
world. I was greatly
affected my by undergraduate experience,
and spent a lot of time
searching for the
truth."
After four years in
her college town of
Bloomington, Ind.,
Lober felt she was
qualified and ready
to run for mayor. In
those four years
she said she recognized
the
strengths
and
weaknesses of
her community,
and formulated a concrete
plan for positive change.

COURTESY JAMIE LOBER

Jamie Lober, 21, ran for mayor of Bloomington, Ind., in 2007. She said her motivation
came from a desire to fight for the citizens. She lost the election.

Lober said she was secondguessed and doubted by older,
more
experi-

enced candidates,
and
although some of them didn't
take her seriously, they still
expressed concern over being
defeated. "I felt

COURTESY JAMIELOBER

Lober turned her experiances on the campaign trail into a book called Pink Power.

that my dreams were only
dumb to those who did not
have any of their own," Lober
said.
Lober said her motivation
came from the desire to fight
for the citizens of Bloomington. "These are the people
who inspire me and reinforce
to me that I am in the right
fight," she said. "These are the
voiceless people whose lives
would have been dramatically
better as a result of having me
in the mayor's office. And
these are the lives I will fight
for as an ordinary citizen
doing extraordinary things."
Marc Brown, a volunteer
for Lober's campaign said that
Lober never lost her integrity.
"Jamie never attacked her
opponent,
and
ran
an
admirable campaign based on
facts," Brown said. "She once
told me that big minds talk
about ideas and little minds
talk about people and even littler minds spread
false things about
people. She pledged
to never lower hersel£"
Lober said she had
to become immune to
the threat that the older
candidates
imposed
upon her. "I learned
what it was like to have
some people like you,
some people hate you but
·everyone respect you, and
my experiences on the
campaign trail were a combination of some of the
most eye-opening and
rewarding."
"I was never intimidated
by anyone with grey hair and
a suit,"Lober said.
Inspired by her experiences, Lober wrote the book

Pink Power.
"I want to tell others what it
was like making the hard
calls," Lober said, "chasing
dreams that were considered
unthinkable and being a
stronger person after falling
down, getting up and doing it
all over again. I hope to send
the message that you are in
control and not to let anyone
else in the driver's seat
because they do not have the
key to your body, heart or
mind."

•
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More degrees give
students options
and change, and this is part of
that evolution for us," Johnston
·munity College. '"The program said
The program started with 75
would start as early as January
students, and now it had just
2010."
sec currently provides a more than 600, Johnston said
"I think it's a good idea,
two-year interior design program. sec has to make the because a lot of kids can't afford
switch to a four-year program college," said Drew Benson, a
in order to maintain accredita- junior business major at UCE
Although Benson said he
tion, Davis said
"SCC has been discussing would like to go to college at a
and developing their interior cheaper rate, he does not
design program for a number of believe that the Daytona State
years," David Harrison, UCF bachelor will affect UCFs busiVice Provost for Regional ness program.
''UCF's brand identity in
Campuses at UCF, said '"Theirs
is a unique program filling an both business and hospitality is
industry niche. It is not a pro- very strong," Harrison said.
gram that UCF had any plans to ''UCFs business and hospitality
programs are both nationally
offer."
sec is a member of the ranked Students from throughCentral Florida Consortium of out Florida are eager to earn
Higher Education, a partner- UCF degrees in these fields,
ship between UCF and area and employers covet our graducommunity colleges estab- ates.
"These programs have
lished in 2005. Partner community colleges may pursue bach- grown rapidly in recent years,
elor's degrees in fields that UCF and I would expect that growth
does not offer and does not to continue. They are high quality programs," Harrison said
intend to offer, Harrison said
Ultimately, the Daytona
According to Harrison, UCF
has provided a letter of support State bachelor programs
for Seminole Community Col- should not affect the school's
relationship with UCF, Johnlege's proposal to the state.
Davis said that when sec stQil said
Daytona State still has very
has a high-profile program like
interior design, it's going to strong two-plus-two transfer
draw students in from around programs with UCF, Johnston
Florida It's a way for sec to said The cooperation between
keep its leadership jn the field · UCFs and Daytona State's phoRecently, Daytona State Col- tography programs is a model
other
community
lege added bachelor's degrees for
in business and hospitality.
college/university partner pro"Based on a needs assess- grams.
ment within the community,
There are still hundreds of
and limitations on people to Daytona State associate's
drive to get those courses, we degree graduates who want to
found that this is the general earn their bachelor's degree
area we needed to expand into," from UCF each year, Harrison
said Glyn Johnston, the public said. At the U.C F Daytona
information officer at Daytona Beach campus, most of the
State College.
undergraduate students are
The tuition rates for the Daytona State grads.
four-year programs at Daytona
"As Daytona State's mission
State are based off of UCF's evolves, we will continue to
tuition rates, Johnston said It partner where we can and comcosts 85 percent ofthe tuition at pete where we must," Harrison
a local state supported universi- said ''Ultimately, students will
ty.
choose what works best for
"All schools grow, evolve them."
FROM

,
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The newly established College of Medicine, which is sch~dule~ to open for the fall semester.of 2009, is speculat~ to bring pre~ige !~ UCF as wel! a~ j~bs to the state. As of Aug. 22,
2,700 applications were sent in ~or only 40 spots. Many mthe inaugural dass are set to recerve $40,000 scholarships to help with tuition and basic hvmg expenses for the season.

Charter class to get full scholarship
FROM

A1

ulty
and
renowned
researchers while using the
best and latest in technology
and simulation, and we are
the first school in the nation
to offer a full scholarship to
every member of our charter
class. These ingredients
make UCF's college of medicine an enticing choice for
students."
Those scholarships are
set at $40,000 to help medical students with tuition
and basic living expenses
but just won't be offered to
any applicant. Larkin and
the admissions staff are
looking for more than the
average student.
"We are looking for students with good MCAT
scores and GPAs and for
leaders who have demonstrated compassion for others," Larkin said. "We want
students who will make a records from the AAMC
difference in the lives of show that the still relatively
their patients and who will new Florida State University
make the discoveries of the medical program had the
century. We want students least with 2,369. Other big
with a good mind and a true name, well established
heart for medicine who will schools in the state are still
help us create the 21st centu- below that of the amount of
applicants for the new
ry's medical school."
While being as selective school at UCF. The Univerand competitive as the Ivy sity of Florida had 2,784,
League schools is impres- while The University of
sive, the UCF medical South Florida had 2,880.
school smas_h ed application With the application deadnumbers of other , state line stretching all the way to
schools. The last medical Dec. 1, UCF could easily surschool to open was that of pass all public schools in the
Florida State University in state. The only higher num2002.
According to the bers reported ·by the AAMC
Association of American were that of the private UniMedical Colleges, FSU only versity of Miami with 4,638.
Being
selective
and
saw 386 applicants its first
year and didn't see a sub- attractive at both the state
stantial increase until 2004 . and national levels speaks
when the number jumped to volumes for a new school.
"It's a tribute to UCF's
1,054. Last year's applicant

•
•
•
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national reputation for academic and research excellence," Larkin said. " It also
says high-quality . students
recognize the opportunity
they have to learn and grow
at our College of Medicine.
It also means we have the
opportunity to· welcome
some of the very best candidates from around the country into the UCF family. It is
an opportunity and a great
responsibility because our
first class will help lead the
way for future classes. They
will set the standard that
each succeeding class will
strive to surpass."
Just being popular, competitive and having an available full-ride scholarship
aren't sole reasons to apply
to a school though. Larkin
urges prospective applicants
to do their research about

medical schools.
"Do your homework,"
Larkin said. "Work closely
with your pre-medical advisors to carefully consider
each medical school program. Specifically look into
the curriculum for integrated basic science and clinical
training and availability of
"live"
clinical
training
opportunities. Determine
whether there are multiple
and varied training hospitals
that can provide a wide
array of cases with diverse
population groups. Finally
look into the personal support and "comfort" of the
program to make sure it is a
good match for you based on
your desires and passion.
You will find all of these
things in the UCF medical
program that will lead the
way into 21st century."

'

Adoption increases
student involvement
FROM

Al

and can be credited as volunteer
hours for those who need them.
Training to be a clerk is about
eight hours long.
The student body has already
taken notice of the precinct and
volunteers are growing in numbers.
"Some Greek fraternities and
sororities came forward asking to
adopt a precinct themselves," Pecoraro said
Instead of just two or three volunteers checking people in, as

there were in August, there
will be five or six. All volunteers are provided with
meals from restaurants like
Chick-fil-A and Papa John's.
''Typically, volunteers are
needed so badly that they
consider it afundraiser and it
can even be a paycheck,"
Pecoraro said "The only
money spent by SGA is on
providing good food for the
workers."
Not only was Pecoraro
hoping to gain the involvement of students and locals,
but she also had some goals
inmind
'We want to show that
just because we're not AARP
cardholders doesn't mean
we can't make a difference.
We are aware and part of the
voting process," Pecoraro
said
Students are getting excited for the election, and even
more pumped to know that
they can vote right on campus at a precinct with their
peers running the show.
''I think it's awesome that
most of the volunteers will
be UCF students," UCF
nursing major Elyssa Griffin
said "This is a major election, and I think the chance to
be directly involved with it is
a very exciting opportunity."
In addition to promoting
participation in the election,
having a precinct on campus
makes voting easier and less
stressful for many students
and locals. Many students
are registered in hometowns
that are inconvenient to drive
to. Student mganizations
have been working hard to
get people on campus registered in this area, which
should help boost the munher of voters who choose to
vote at the 541st Precinct.
"It's great that students
will be able to vote on campus," Griffin said ''I live in
Brevard County; so it's an
incmwenienceto drive home
in the middle of the week. I
think that this will encourage
more students to vote in the
upcoming election"

•
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UCF freshman goalkeeper Aline Reis, on ground, makes a save during the Knights' 2-1 win versus Illinois State on Friday. Reis made 4 saves during the Knights' 2-0 victory against No. 17 Illinois on Sunday afternoon.

Knights' defense knocks offNo.17 Illinois
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

The UCF Women's Soccer team came up with a big win Sunday by defeating 17th-ranked Illinois 2-0. The Fighting
Illini (4-3-0) came out swarming on offense, putting extra pressure on the Knights in their defensive zone. At times, they
moved the ball at will and forced UCF goalkeeper Aline Reis to make difficult saves in the early stages with opportunities from close range.
The Illini narrowly missed
goals when forward Chichi Nweke
squeezed a shot by Reis that rolled
near the line, but Christina Petrucco was there for the Knights to
clear away the near goal Also at
about the IS-minute mark,
Danielle Kot bent a shot just over
the net on free kick.
As the game progressed, UCF
(5-1-1) began to even out the pressure and started to generate
chances. Hanna Wtlde registered
the first shot on net for the Knights
but Alexandra Kapicka was there
for the save. Then, in the 42nd

minute, the Knights got their
break.
UCFs Becca Thomas fired in a
cross on a comer kick that was
picked up by Andrea Rodrigues.
Her shot attempt trickled toward
the goal, and Illini goalkeeper
Alexandra Kapicka stretched out
to pick it up, but Danielle Dos Santos was there to take it. She
crossed back over to her right with
the keeper down and fired a shot
into the upper-right comer to give
the Knights a 1-0 lead going into
halftime on her first goal of the
year.

UCF to NFL

Broncos receiver
pulls in 18 passes
PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

While receiver Eddie Royal
may have been the surprise star
for the Denver Broncos in Week
One, he was overshadowed by
one of UCF's finest in Week
Two.
Former UCF wide receiver
Brandon Marshall made the
most of his first game back from
suspension, catching 18 passes
- tied for the second most in
NFL history - for 166 yards and
a touchdown.
The 119th pick in the 2006
NFL Draft, Marshall again
showed that he was quarterback
Jay Cutler's favorite target, picking up nine catches in the first
hal£
Marshall, who served a onegame suspension for vjolating
the NFL's conduct policy, told
the San Jose Mercury News, "all
of my goals are to break all the
records."
The NFL record for receptions in a game is 20 by Terrell

JACK DEMPSEY/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Brandon Marshall played his first game of the
season Sunday afternoon against San Diego.

Owens, set while he was with
the San Francisco 49ers on Dec.
17, 2000 against the Chicago
Bears.
For more information on how
former Knights performed in the
NFL this weekend, log on to
UCFnews.com.

To open the second half, UCF didn't hesitate and put it home to
caught a break minutes in. Jordan · give the Knights a two-goal lead
Hilbrands streaked through the with the clock reading 58 minutes
Knights' defense on a short break and 18 seconds. It was also her first
and ripped off a shot that clanked goal of the season.
off the right post.
"'!bat's huge," UCF head coach
The Knights weren't ready to Amanda Cromwell said. "It was
settle with a one-goal lead against hot, it's a Sunday game, and [Illia dangerous, speedy team such as nois] had tired legs. So it talces a litIllinois. They continued to attack tle bit ofthat extra energy out if it's
the Illini to try and build on their just a 1-0 game. It was an important
lead
goal"
After a Knights throw-in and a
Illinois brought persistent presshot from Sheri Hince, the ball sure to try and get back into the
ended up out in the open for
Amanda Martorana's taking. She
PLEASE SEE REIS ON A8

2-0
UCF vs. Illinois
NEWS TO NOTE
JOINING THE RANKS
Currently riding a six-game unbeaten
streak and coming off ofa victory
versus the17-ranked Illinois Rghting
Illini, the UCF Women's Soccer team
found itself in the national polls this
week. Soccer America has ranked the
Knights 18th in its latest poll.

EVEN EXCELLENCE
The Knights swept the weekly
Conference USA awards, which were
announced on Monday. Senior Hanna
Wilde was named (-USA Offensive
Player of the Week, and Reis was
named as the (-USA Defensive Player
of the Week.

UCF to host No. 2 Tigers
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

On Friday, the UCF Men's
Basketball team got to see what
lies in front of it during allimportant Conference USA
action.
And it starts with some top
T1gers.
The Knights will open CUSA play on Jan. 10 at home
against last year's runner-up to
the national championship, the
Memphis T1gers. The Tigers last
faced UCF in Orlando in 2006.
They posted an 87-65 win against
the Knights. Game time for this
year's matchup is to be determined
Memphis returns eight players, but the team will have a
much different look from the
one that went 38-2 and lost in
overtime to Kansas in the national final. Starters Derrick Rose,
Chris Douglas-Roberts and Joey
Dorsey have moved on to the
NBA, but the Tigers will be led
by a couple of returning seniors:
forward Robert Dozier and
guard Antonio Anderson.
After the Memphis game, the
Knights' next home conference
game is against the team that
eliminated them from the C-

USA Tournament in March:
Southern Miss. Tip-off versus
the Golden Eagles is set for 7
p.m. on Jan. 2L
The Knights will
host eight C-USA
games this season,
facing
Marshall,
SMU,
Houston,
Tulsa. Rice and
East Carolina
as well Memphis
and
Southern
Miss. .
UCF will face
the
champion
from the inaugural
College Basketball
Invitational. Tulsa, on
March 4 at 8 p.m., in
Tulsa. Okla UTEP
and Houston were
also selected to participate in the CBL
The Knights' season will begin with an
exhibition at home
against Flager on
Nov. 11, followed by
the team's seasonopener on Nov. 16
versus North Carolina A&T at the
PIEASE SEE SEASON ON A8
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Guard Jermaine
Taylor is 1 of 2
senior Knights.

AB

Reis records yet

another shutout
FROM A7

game. Hilbrands had another
short break opportunity to try
and get her team on the board,
but her shot went just wide.
At one point, Illinois had
three comer kicks in a row, but
UCF was there to clear each
opportunity away. In all, Reis
made four saves and came up
with her fourth shutout on the
year.
"After the first game when I
got scored on five times I said, 'I
need 10 shutouts, that's my
goal,"' Reis said 'Tm going for a
shutout each game. I need to
help the team win and do my
part"
Due to the hot conditions
during the game and with both
teams' attacking styles, bench
players played key minutes in
the game.
"'Ihe first hal( most of our
shots came from players off the
bench," Cromwell said. "That
was huge today for our bench
personnel to step in and pick us
up. They played well.
'We used a lot of numbers

today. Sunday game in the heat,
you have to be able do that."
Both of UCF's goals were
score by bench players, and
several other reserves played
key roles.
UCF played with the lead
for nearly 48 minutes. It was
able to shut down Illinois'
speedy forwards and take
down its second ranked opponent of the season.
"They did a good job killing
the clock in the last two minutes," Cromwell said of her
team's defense. 'We learned
our lesson against UC-Davis
and gave up a late goal there.
Obviously when you have a
two-goal lead, you have a little
bit more safety ... I think our
game management today was
good."
The Knights play next on
Friday at 7 p.m. They will look
to keep their unbeaten streak
alive against No. 21 Kansas at
home. The Jayhawks started off
the season at a blistering pace,
winning their first six matches
but they come to Orlando fresh
off a 2-1 loss to Loyola-Chicago.

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF forward Danielle Dos Santos battles Illinois State's Raquel Rattray for a ball during the
Knights' 2-1 win Friday. D.os Santos scored the first goal in UCF's 2-0 win against Illinois.

Season opens Nov. 16
FROM A7

UCF Arena.
UCF will prepare for its
fourth season in Conference
USA play with a non-conference slate that features meetings with New Mexico, Mississippi, Florida, South Florida,
and two games against Valparaiso.
The Knights' schedule features 10 contests versus teams
that won at least 20 games last
season.
'We open the season with
games against very difficult
opponents," UCF head coach
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Kirk Speraw said in a press
release. "We have a young
team that will face some tests
immediately. The tough nonconference schedule will really
prepare our guys for the Conference USA schedule. It
seems like every team in [ CUSA] has gotten better and
every game will be competitive."
The Knights' roster has 12
underclassmen, but it is led by
senior guard Jermaine Taylor.
He averaged 20.8 points per
game and established a school
single-season :pivision I record
with 646 points last season.

.

Men's soccer powered by frosh
ALLEN LEVIN
StaffWriter

When freshman Kevan
George came to Orlando, the
Knights' coaches hoped he
would give the team some
scoring punch. So far, George
is proving his worth to the
UCF Men's Soccer team.
George scored for the second straight game with a goal
against host Old Dominion
on Sunday afternoon. The
goal was a second-half score
and it was all the Knights
needed in their 1-0 victory
against the Monarchs.
"I am just extremely proud
of the boys' efforts and attitudes," UCF head coach
Bryan Cunningham said in a
press release. "From the time
they woke up, they felt good
about themselves and the
game plan. They are really
buying into the system and it
showed today."

NEWS TO NOTE
THANK HEAVEN FOR KEVAN
True freshman midfielder Kevan
George has scored two of the Knights'
four goals this season.
LONG AND WINDING ROAD
UCF will play its first home game on
Saturday after playing the first five
games of its season on the road.
UCF improved to 2-3-0 in
their final game of a fivegame road trip while Old
Dominion fell to 2-3-1 on the
season. The Knights had a
strong finish in the finale of
the ODU STIHL Soccer Classic, in which they shutout
their opponent with aggressive defense and a good performance from sophomore
goalkeeper Sean Johnson.
Johnson recorded his second shutout ofthe season and

the fourth of his career. John- Mary on Friday.
Three Knights earned
son also had five saves in the
game, bringing his tally to 33 individual honors as George,
senior defender Bryan Colsaves on the season.
After a scoreless first half, lier, and sophomore Yaron
George broke the scoreless Bacher were all named to the
tie in the 62nd minute with a all-tournament team.
Coach Cunningham also
goal. Cameron Cooksey
recorded the assist on the praised senior Ryan Roushangoal by using a long throw to del as well as George.
"Ryan
Roushandel
get the ball to George.
The Monarchs made a late stepped into the back line and
push in an attempt to tie the showed his true leadership,"
game by firing 10 shots in the Cunningham said in a press
last 45 minutes of regulation. release. "His play on the
But UCF's defense halted defensive side of the ball realthose attempts, with the help ly led us to victory.
"Kevan played really well
of five saves by Johnson.
Once again, The Knights as did the whole midfield for
were outshot by their oppo- us. It is a good win against a
nent. Old Dominion outshot very well-organized and wellUCF 15-6 and had a 5-2 edge . coached team on the road."
The Knights will finally
in shots on goal.
The Knights have been return home to the UCF Soccer Complex, where they will
outshot 95-44 this season.
The win gave the Knights host the Memphis Tigers at 7
a split in the tournament. p.m., on Saturday in their first
They lost 3-1 to William and conference game of the year.

•

Knights start strong, fall off to 14th

•

WILLIAM PERRY

NEWS TO NOTE

Staff Writer

After an impressive start at
the Carpet Capital Collegiate
golf tournament in Rocky
Face, Ga., the UCF Men's Golf
team sputtered on the week.
end and finished in a tie for
14th place.
The tournament, which
was held at the Farm Golf
Club, was hosted by Georgia
Tech and was the opening
event for the Knights on the
2008-09 season. Nine of the
top 25 teams competed,
including top-ranked Georgia, No. 6 Florida and No. 7
Clemson.
After the first round Friday, the tournament looked
promising for the Knights:
They sat in second place, led
by freshman Blayne Barber,
who carded an opening
round 4-under-par 68 - the
best opening round of any
player. Senior Greg Forest
also had a solid round with a
I-under-par 71. As a team,
UCF trailed only East Ten. nessee State by two strokes
entering the second round on
Saturday.
Yet, Barber followed up his
68 with a 75 and dropped into
a tie for 8th after two rounds.
Leading the way at 5-under,
139 was Kyle Stanley of Clemson. He vaulted himself up
the leaderboard after shooting 6-under in the second
round
Unfortunately for UCF, no
players shot below par during
the weekend, causing the
team to slide to 11th on Saturday and then to 14th after the
final round Sunday.
'We got off to a good start
the first day and really didn't
play that well," UCF head

TOUGH COMPETITION
Thirteen of the nation's top 30 teams
participated in the Carpet Capital
Collegiate.
BEST OF TIMES, WORST Of TIMES
Tennessee Chattanooga won the
tourney with an even-par score, North
Carolina finished last at 36-over par.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

UCF senior golfer Greg Forest shot a 15-over-par 231 during the weekend's Carpet
Capital Collegiate. He finished the tournament in a tie for 78th place.

coach Nick Clinard said. "The
last two days, we struggled
with the elevation changes
and we struggled with the
speed of the greens."
Barber finished tied for
10th at even par after carding
a 1-over-par 73 in the final
round. He led all of the
Knights' ·players in his first
career collegiate event.
"It was good to see; he's a
pretty seasoned junior player," Clinard said of Barber.
"He's played at a high level
and I think he's going to be a
great player for us. It's nice to
see him come out of the gate
and play well."
As a team, the Knights finished 14th out of 18 teams at
25-over-par.
After a good first round,

Forest finished with a 77 and
an 83, 16-over-par ·on the
weekend. His final round
included four bogeys, a triple
b()gey and a quadruple bogey.
"It was a shock to see him
play that poor, especially
when he played so well at
home," Clinard said of Forest.
"Coming off a pretty good
year last year, making first
team all-conference, we can't
have him playing like that!'
Stanley didn't suffer a letdown and ran away with a 5shot lead to claim the individual
championship.
He
finished with an 8-under-par
208. Clemson however finished _ fourth eight shots
behind tournament champion Tennessee-Chattanooga.
The Moes were led by the

steady play of its golfers. No
player on the team carded a
score higher than 78, which
was recorded in the first
round -by Fredrik Qvicker.
The team finished at even par
to claim the tournament win.
Clemson's
Jonathan
Hodge finished tied for second individually at 3-underpar with rounds of 71, 72, and
70, respectively.
'.After a strong summer
campaign, UCF senior David
Johnson finished tied for 49th
at 8-over-par, while redshirt
freshman Brian Schneider
tied for 56th. Junior Nico
Donaldson and Forest finished tied in 78th place.
UCF will have a chance to
rebound this weekend when
they travel to Olympia Fields,
ill., for the Fighting Illini Invitational, Thursday through
Saturday.
~
Clinard said--he want-s to
make his team has a positive
attitude going into this next
tournament. He would like to
see. his players work on their
scoring and controlling their
distances better inside 150
yards.
He added: "Hopefully for
this next one, we'll have a better idea of the speed of the
greens that we're going to facing up in Chicago."

.,
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401-211-1616

401-513-9000

www.marriott.com/mcoce
• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-243-6100
www.marriott.com/mcots

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service

•

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria·
Uno's Restaurant

•

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

•

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Internet Access
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Where's equality in
coach's 'retirement'?

IMCil'AP{Bay

SHOCKED AND
OUTRAGED-YES,

OUTRAGED,

ISAY!-ntATWE
PIGS WERE SO
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OUR STANCE

The stock inarket
is also our problein
.

'

'

A

s many of us sat in class
Thus, we see layoffs, hiring
almost immediately.
Monday worrying about
freezes and for us, fewer entryNow; according to Governor
·
silly things - like what
level positions available.
Charlie Christ, Florida's fuel sup-:
was going to happen on Gossip
To us, that means when we
ply was not affected.
Girl that night - Wall Street was
actually graduate we can kiss
But gas stations all over the
booming with panic as the
goodbye of any hopes of a decent state went up at least 10 cents in
job.
·
Lehman Brothers-announced its
the matter of a day. ·
bankruptcy and Bank of-Ameri:You want to be a jo4ffialist?
Since then, the state has issued
can bought Merrill Lynch.
Forget it if all the newspaper
several subpoenas to those gas
Although many of us shrug off companies crash in the stock
stations that allegedly inflated
the stock market as being somemarket
prices for the heck of it.·
thing only important to big wig
You want to be an entrepreNot to mention, it seemed
investors and business gurus, it
neur? Try finding a loan when all
everyone went out and bought
really is something that can affect the investment companies are
gas in fear that all the gas was
all of us regardless of our particisuffering.
gone forever.
pation.
If a stock plummets or goes
Or did you not n9tice half the
As two huge investment firms
gas stations in Orlando seemed to
bankrupt, we may see the prod:threw in the towel Monday, broucts offered from that company
be running dry?
kers went c;razy s~lling stocks ·
simply disappear.
Everyone freaked out about
leading to a decline in the overall
To demonstrate, perhaps the
the rigs and that fear trickled
market.
Limited Brand bites the dust.
down and started affecting everyWhether or not the frenzy
.If that were to happen, we can one, even us college kids.
was justified, Wall Street pan-:
·T hat's the sort of thing that
all say farewell to some of our
icked as ifthe next Great Depres- favorite stores like Bath and Body . happened on the stock market
sion was right aroJ]Ild the comer.
Works, Henri Bendel and Victoyesterday with brokers selling out Who knows? Maybe it is.
ria's Secret - and let's just face it, of fear.
However, as numbers flew; so
the world is a much happier
In the end, although a big
many of us sa.t comfortably
- · place with Victoria's Secret.
trade or crash in the market may
unaware of what was going on.
The more panic that occurs
seem like it doesn't affect us, it
Unfortunately for tis, the.reali- when these things happen, the
really does.
ty of the matter is, whether we
. more panic we're going to see.
So many ofus go day in and
know it or not, all of this affects
day outwithout paying the slighteverywhere.
.
us, and we need to pay particular
Take Hurricane Ilce as a symest bit of attention to the stock
attention to it.
bol of this madness.
market, but we'll assure you that
For instance, when stocks fall
Good old Ilcey hit- oil rigs in
as the stock market bobs up and
many companies have to take
the Gulf, and the Florida
down in the investment sea, so
responded by raising gas prices
will
steps to ensure a profit.

we.

Get out and vote;
it's your only voice
W
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hether you call yourself san strategy by Liberty University
The bill was never added to
to increase the Republican vote.
a Democrat, Republithe legislative calendar and died
It's no secret that Liberty is
when the new Congress took
can, libertarian or just
considered to be an ultra-conseroffice in 2006. The legislation is
a fence sitter, _voting is one of the
not likely to be passed before this
most important jobs an American vative educational institution
because it was founded by Rev.
year's election, but we would cercitizen has to do.
Jerry Falwell and now run by his
tainly like to see it be·enacted in
Between 1960 and 1995, the
son.
time for the mid-term elections in
vot~ turnout in the United States
Partisanship and an institution- . 2010.
was about 55 percent compared to
al agenda may be one reason for
Whether or not you agree with
countries like Austria and Belthe free day off; but it's likely not
liberty University's politics, it is
gium. where turnout was around
the only reason. ·
the first organiz.ation to not only
90 percent during the same periVuginia is a historically conencourage political participation,
od. What's worse, Austria and
i;ervative state and doesn't usually but also to proactively change the
Belgium aren't even on the list of
historically low voter turnouts.
countries that inflate their turnout vote Democrat, so Liberty's motivation is in all probability that it
There have always been "get
by practicing "compulsory
wants to become an innovator
out and vote" gtoups like Rock
voting," where you must vote or
the Vote and Voto Latino, but all
risk th~ government freezing your and inspire other schools to follow suit.
they do is preach to people who
assets.
Whatever the intention. any
might not vote anyway.
So why is it that our voter
initiative to get people out to the
The real possibility for change
turnout is consistently low?
polling booths should be widely
is the group who wants to vote
Maybe it's because Election Day,
hailed as positive and progressive. but can't because of schedule conthe first Tuesday in November, is
In fact, we are advocating that
flicts or time constraints. If the
in the middle of a work week, and
Election Day should be a federal
federal government were to free
whether your employer allows
holiday which would allow peoup an entire day for citizens to
you the time to go vote, many
ple who typically work or have
vote, turnout would almost
people feel inconvenienced to
assuredly have noticeable increashave to leave work or skip class in class on Tuesdays to have a
greater opportunity to vote.
es.
the middle of the day~
In 2005, Rep. John Conyers, DCasting a vote is the best way ·
In response to this, Liberty
Mich., proposed ''Democracy
to ensure your voice is heard and
University in Lynchburg, Va, is
that you are being represented by
taking a radical approach this year Day" in a legislative bill The proposal said, ''It is the sense of Conan open and honest government
in order to increase voter turnout
gress that private employers in
So until Congress steps up and
among its student body.
passes legislation declaring ElecThe school is canceling classes · the United States should give
tion Day a national holiday, we
Nov. 4 and freeing up its shuttles . their employees a day off on the
[first] Tuesday ... in November in
need more companies and organiso that students can go vote with2008 and each even-numbered
zations to follow in Liberty's footout having to worry about the
year thereafter to enable the
steps and pick up the slack to
process cutting into their daily
employees to cast votes in the
increase our disappointing voter
class schedule.
electio~held on that day.''
tumoutr~rd
Some argue that this is a parti-

So, apparently UCF settled
UCF, and baseball barely averages 1,000 people per·contest.
with former baseball'head
But come on. Maybe the
coach Jay Bergman, who was
dismissed May 1 following alleoffenses aren't equal, but they
are pretty close to being equally
gations of sexual harassment.
UCF Associate Director of
offensive.
Athletics Joe Hornstein said a
If the reasons that UCF had
for dismissing Bergman are
confidentiality agreement
valid, why back down and allow
between the two parties precluded him saying anything
him to go down in history as
regarding the intricacies of the
PADRICK BREWER having retired?
Editor-In-Chief
settlement, so what the public
He retired - or was
may end up knowing could be
fired/dismissed, depending on
significantly less than the whole truth.
the nomenclature you decide to use And that brings an end, hopefully, to a
with two years remaining on a three-year
long and sordid story of a shamed coach.
deal. He was gone with 10 games remainA story that apparently ended with a ·
ing in the season. Why not wait it out?
retirement party attended by many forEither he did something wrong and
mer UCF players.
.
should have been fired, or he didn't do
Yes, because a party was definitely the anything wrong and should have retired
best possible going away present for a
when he felt his career was over.
·
To try and have it both ways is not
man sent to exile.
To be honest, I am a fan of Bergman.·
only weak, but also wrong.
What else is in the settlement? Who
He was always respectful and ·
extremely helpful, but that doesn't excuse knows. All we know is that it took more
what he was fired for or make the end of
than four months to get it settled
this whole thing any more palatable.
At the time of Bergman's dismissal,
Director of Athletic;s Keith llibble said
I can understand not wanting to make
a big deal about this anymore or drag it on that Bergman's record "speaks for itself"
,and that Bergman was a coach that has
any longer. When the story broke, it was
picked up by some major sports biogs and been "highly regarded over many years."
made UCF look like a laughing stock.
:As it turns out, his record speaks for a
At least the football phone-sex news
four-month ordeal. and he was so highly
conference - in which a teleconference
regarded that it took until September to
number ·w as misprinted and several
actually figure out what both parties
media members were graced with a sulwere going to do.
try voice instead head football coach
Bergman is probably not a bad guy,
George O'Leary's raspy one - scandal
and 'ltibble and Hornstein and all the
pushed the Bergman mess to the oackimportant people at UCF need to look
ground for a bit.What is interesting to see out for the welfare oftheir programs.
.is where the cutoff is for UCF.
But why try to make an example of
O'Leary jokes about the death threats
Bergman and then back off? What mesformer quarterback Kyle Israel received
sage does that send?
last season? That's O'Leary being O'Leary.
Hey, coaches, don't you think about
But Bergman does whatever it was .
harassment; because we will eventually
that Bergman was accused of doing, and
end up kind of, but not really, firing you?
it was not grounds for just a warning or
Now that's strildng fear into the hearts
suspension, but a firing?
of coaches and those in power.
Yeah. that makes a whole lot of sense.
So now we can move from this conrm not trying to say that what
troversy to figuring out the other ones:
Bergman might have done was not an
What did Phillip Smith do to get
offense worthy of dismissal, but there
kicked off the football team?
seems to be some serious separation
What happened to all the softball
between what some are allowed to do.
assistant coaches?
I probably shouldrrt be surprised,
That should be fun.
And quick, too.
because football is the breadwinner for

READER Vl·EWS

Smoking not just
bad for smo~ers
Mr. Badia, you seem to have once
again missed the point entirely. Not once
did you mention the existence of secondhand smoke in your column.
Smokers are not segregated from society simply because they are who they are.
There is no conspiracy theory that has
the government spreading propaganda ·
that demonizes the smoker. It is because
ofscience and fact that there is a ban on
i;moking in public. Since your argument
has ignored both, I will provide some to
you.
.
Smoking does not harm the smoker
alone. According to the American Lung
Association and Environmental Protection Agency, secondhand smoke is a
known cause of cancer and can lead to
premature death in children and adults
who do not smoke. Additionally, secondhand smoke causes 3,400 lung cancer
deaths and 22,700-69,600 heart disease ·
deaths each year, according to wwwJun- ·
gusa.org
po you now understand why smoking
isn't permitted in public buildings? It's not
because the government is spewing propaganda, it's not because A'.mericans hate
you. It's because what you do contributes
to the ill health and death of others. I suggest taking a step back and rea1izing that
what you do has an effect on not otlly
yoursel£ I hope that you (and others) are
not too selfish to realize this the next time
around
- ALEX PADILLA II
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

New Orleans made us
proactive citizens
I graduated last year, but as a sophmore, I do recall that article in 2005 saying how great Bush was that Ashley
Burns talked about.
In his response to the guy who
brought it back in the spotlight, he
referred to people complaining about
Bush's inept response as ''Kanye Wests." I
take exception to that
The fact that it took five days for Bush
to cut short his·vacation while the people
of New Orleans were stranded on
rooftops, huddled in fear oflooters, starving and dying of neglect, does not make
us angry

rapa.ers-

It made us proactive citizens - and to
promise "NEVER AGAIN."
- NANCY RODGERS

UCFALUMNA

New voting idea: vote
against a candidate
· In previous election cycles, rve heard
tales from friends and family members
alike about how they vote!i for the lesser
of two evils.
Our current system of :voting, whether
on the Presidential or local level, is missing a very fundamental trait a reflection
of how the populace actually feels about
the candidates. You're still voting for one
of the evils, giving them the false impression you actually support them
What's the fix? Toe ability to vote
against a candidate. A vote against a candidate subtracts one vote from their
totals. Who knows, maybe som~ne
would win by getting the closest to zero
votes.
Regardless, let me, a registered Independent, visualize a scenario pertaining to
this election cycle:
You're a well-informed voter who was
excited about Obama skating circles
around the others during primaries.
You were exhilarated when·Obama so
gracefully addressed the Europeans during his tour in July.
He's the candidate of change, ready to
take America's hand and bring it to the
exciting world of tomorrow.
However, recently, you find some disheartening things about Obama beginning
to surface you didn't know before:
describing Pennsylvanians as bitter, clinging to guns or religion or antipathy to
people who aren't like themObama's running mate called the nomination of Palin
a "backward step-for women". Aside from
his campaign speeches, you can't think of
anything matching up to McCain's Silver
Star or ability to unite Democrats and
Republicans on issues suah as the
Kennedy-McCain immigration bill that
conservatives had a fuss over.
But at the same time, you REALLY
don't want McCain and Palin to take the
reins of our great nation. You're not completely sold on Obama, but you absolutely
don't like McCain.
The solution: vote against McCain, and
have your true voice heard
- OfRISTOPHER DUNIAP

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

A
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

"

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

VISA. MC, AMfil{,
Discover, Cash, Check

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
~

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
27S
300

Help Wanted:"General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tmie C
HelpWanted:FuR-Tme C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartment$
B
Roommates
A
A
SUblease
for Sale: Homes
B

325
350
375
400
, 500
600
700
800
900

~
For Sale: Automotive B

ForSale:General
For Sale: Pets

A
A

Servkes

B

Announc:ements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

A

100
All students - Part/Full time work
$8/hour plus bonuses
Work will be done on local golf courses
Must be friendly and outgoing
Call Chris for details: 330-962-9873
Find high traffic locations to place free
ATMs. Earn $200 per successful
placement.
Email infol@atmorlando.coni for details.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

•

•

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred. Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL-SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com
D1str1but1on Drivers Wanted!
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning route1, 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning routes 10:30am - 12:30pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay+ mileage . .
Earn $1 o+·per hr. E-mail:
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com

125
ADMINISTRAT1VE
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423
or email gcraddock@laniercpas.com

DIGITAL SALES POSITION
OPENI
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by •
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.
J Requirements
Sales experience and high achievers
ii') selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics.
numbers and trends.
· Strong 1oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
· E ual O
rtun· Em 10· er.

AVON - Easy salesl Everyone loves
AVONI Just $1 o to start! Email
ehume127@gmail.com for more
information.
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
· CIiek on Surveys.

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

Located Near Campus
- - 407-679-2700 -. ---'-

www.workforstudents.com

Oviedo Alafaya Woods Home Avail to
Faculty and Students! 4/2.5/2 with
living, dining, family, fireplace, pool,
3000sq. ft. $1780/mo-Neg. 1st Month
FREE Call 941-737-9522

2/2 House for Sale 1 mile from UCFf
Off of Coral Reef Drive near Alafaya
Trail. Tile throughout, W/D, Central
Heat and Air, Large Fenced in back
yard, No HOA fees. Call (727)5441088 for more info.

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym. pool
Available ASAP. $550/roommate + 1/2
util. Call (407) 247-6423

Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt
available. Third floor apt. $515/month
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl.
Male apt. Contact CJ (727)457-9110

I

9_J 6

1

l

Large room for rent.
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2700 sq ft house.
15x12rm. Month-month contract. 10
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com

Room for Rent
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk
in closets. Month-month contract. 5
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com
Roommates wanted, 3Br/2bth house·
· close to UCF! 2 rooms avail, shared
bath. $450/mo plus share utilities.
Clean and quiet a must! 772-532-9227

4 \
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Acrylic (Sparkles, Sea shells, colors),
Pedicure, Manicure, Wax, Facial,
Reflexology, Masssige. Special 10%
OFF coupon on line at:
C lubnailsandspa.com/ Appt call: 417384-8700 or visit CLUB NAILS AND
SPA 11229 E COLONIAL,ORL.
FL32817 (accross from SuperWalmart)

Surf the Web Secretly Access
restricted websites llke Myspace,
Facebook and others from work,
home, libraries etc. Removes ALL
traces of your activity from the
computer. No one can see what
web sites you are visiting www.surfthewebsecretly.com FREE
DOWNLOAD
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Rate A

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

I

I

Fabulous CLUB NAILS & Spa:
AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas close
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074
t
F'emale roommate wanted ASAP to '
share a beautiful house in Waterford
lakes with 2 other girls. No smoking,
must clean up after yourself. $500 a
month plus utilities. Call 305-206-3831
FURNISHED Waterford Lakes ROOM
in home available. All UTILITIES incl. $475 Clean ana neat people email
cbfw@psualum.com or ·
call 407.538.3394
Ropm for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, clean .
$550/mo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or
305-613-2200
1 Roommate Needed for 2 bdrm,
private bath house. $300/mo. Utilities
Incl. Fully fl!rnished. WI private deck &
comm. pool. Gall Jodie 407-731-3766

Each addl issue:

B
B
B
B

I

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experien.ce
Necessary. Training Provided.
•
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

First issue:

·4

i
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fi~I in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

5

''

sujdo l ku

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

m

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NO CREDIT! NO PROBLEM!
GET A CARD TODAY!
GETACARDTODAY. COM

CASH PAID FOR
VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS
XBOX 360 PLAYSTATION 3
NINTENDO Wii
APPLE !PODS SONY PSP LCD &
PLASMA TVS
Cover All Service, Inc. 407-947-5444
BUY OR LOAN
Build Your Own Steel Building
Buy What YOU WANT!!!
Factory Direct to Site
Can Erect, Cheap Freight
www.scg-grp.com #161
407-641-0113

ACROSS
1 Intersect
6 Relatives of
raspberries
'fO Lead player
14 Major artery
15 Frolic
16 Valuable find
17 "The _ Witch
Project"
18 Sicilian volcano
19 Raw minerals
20 Picks
22 1:ry
24 Comments
'25 Silver services
26 German article
29 Schuss
30 Make a blunder
31 Impassioned
·. 34 Stable units
39 Fasten, as
buttoAs
40 Freon or neon
42 Schon of
Journey
43 J.C. and Sammy
ofgolt
46 Space between
49 Unit of
resistance
51 Morgue letters
52 Stitch
53 Conductor's title
57 Jug handles
59 Russia's first
president
60 Ninepins' pin
64 50150 lest choice
65 College clique,
briefly
67 Physically fragile
68 Sweep under
the rug
69 Shredded
70 Forgeries
71 Crystal gazer
72 Ooze
73 Edberg or Borg,
e.g.

2 Female roommates needed ASAP
for large 5/3. Furnished optional at
no additional charge. 10-15 mins
from UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

DOWN
Taxis
Actor's part
Type ot exam
Porkers'
quarters
5 Bitter Irony
6 Good wishes

1
2
3
4

Furnished room, private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo. plus security
deposit. No Smoking or drinking.Female preferred . Call 407-733-2125

8/1710l

@ 2008 Tribune Madia Services, tnc.
All rights reserved~

7 Stallion's tidbit
8 Overly
decorated
9 Boitano and
Button
10 Gin fruit
11 Crooner Mel
12 Expert
13 Musical pauses
21 Kiddie
23 Len;iony
26 Alternatives lo
VCRs
27 Very long time
28 "Leaving Las
Vegas" actress
32 Clean air grp.
33 Wee bit
35 Gasteyer of
"SNL"
36 Camera's eye
37 Boot binding
38 Murdered
41 Evade
44 Periods
45 Confessions to a
priest
47 Water too well

48 Customs duties
50 Fifth U.S.
president
53 Widely held
fictions
54 Condor's digs
55 Duck past

56 Control 1he whe
58 Kind of poll or
hat
61 Make off w ith
62 Made stuff up
63 Different
66 Exist

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

First month FREE!!!
Master bedroom w/ bathroom for
rent $500/month, in a 2/2 house.
Nice neighborhood w/ pool.
5 minutes from UCF.
Please call 786-303-1909

Rc;>om in Nice Pool Home
Oviedo <5ml from UCF: $500/mo.
Incl. utll. cable & Internet. No
smoke or drink: Call 407-221-9141

Female wanted for 2/1 . $450/mo Util.
included. Furnished 'r oom, nice quite
female roommate. Contact .Brittany
954-294-5831
Northgate Lakes 3/2 re-lease. $540 &
util. W/D & private bathroom. 2 quiet
female roommates. Move in ASAP.
Contact Stephanie at 954-665-7332

QCl;:AN
!=ISi:.i • STK;:AKS ·COCKTAILS

THE MODERN
AMERICAN· SUPPER CLUB
OPENING NOVEl\lIBER 2008
AT THE RIALTO

TOMAKEAYDiF°FERENCE
1

in a young girl's life?
BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!

To:44636
UCFKNIGHTS

Fri, mott' mfo1111at1on (,mtucl frnt Swtt ul Gui Snmh u( Citrw Cuunul
.Wl 896 J475ul 121.lurowlf•~<irrtn q,..urq

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.
Text stop to end at
any time.

NOW HIRING FOR:

SERVERS, BARTENDERS, HOSTS,
LINE COOKS, DISHWASHERS,
SERVER ASSISTANTS
APPLY IN PERSON:
M-F l 0-6 & Sat 12-5
Hiring Office @ The Rialto • 7339 West Sandlake Rd.
Orlando, FL 32819 • Call 407.340.7398
EOE

Issues you care about:
Energy future, health care,
tuition casts, Iraq war
Work with great people
Earn $9/hour

WWW.CAMERONMITCHELL.COM

How Do I Text UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?

GRAB.YOUR COUPON BOOK
in the student union today
.or print your coupons oriline at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/ ~

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alercs on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Fui:ure.Just: text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636_ Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier t.e><~ messaging
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By opening and/or using these products from Bank of America, you will be providing valuable financial support to University of Central Florida Alumni Association. •CampusEdge• Checking is free of a monthly maintenance fee for five years while you are a student Student status will be wlidated upon account opening.
After ttie first five years, your CampusEdge Checking account will be automatically up@'aded to MyAccess Checking~ Toe monthly maintenance fee of $5.95 for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a monttily direct deposit. Fees for overdrafts and ottier account-related fees still apply. • •You must open bottl a
new personal checking account and a new Regular Savings account (referred to as Unlinked Market Rate Savings In ID and WA) at the same time, sign up for our Keep the Change service, and use your check card to make a purchase within 90 days of account opening. This offer does not apply to current Bank of America customers or existing accounts. We may change or terminate this offer at any time. Toe monthly maintenance fee (referred to as •monthly service charge• in CA) waiver on your Regular Savings account begins after your first Keep the Change transfer from your new personal checking account to your new Regular Savings account Excess
transactiOn fees on Regular Savings still apply. See our Personal Schedule of Fees for information about these accounts and our Keep the Change service._Keep the Change, Patent Pending. Bank of America. N.A. Member FDIC. © 2008 Bank of America Corporation.
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The Baham~s en a Budget
Enjoy the serenity of the Bahamas and
the nightlife of Cancun for as little as
$125 -per person with Simply Paradise .

World-wide
Destinations

Call toll-free 1.866.257.3468

Simply ParEJdise Travel Group

